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Abst ract - - ln  this paper, the author studies the Stone duality and representation f L-domain 
w.r.t, stable functions. Two basic notions are introduced, one is D-semilattice and the other is semi- 
topological system. The author first gives the representation f stable D-lattice, then establishes the 
representation theorem of L-domain and gives the Stone duality of L-domains w.r.t, stable functions 
in the scheme of lattice. The author introduces the theory of semitopological systems, which is a 
generalization of Vickers' topological systems. By using it, the author gives the Stone duality of 
L-domains w.r.t, stable functions and that of Scott domains w.r.t, functions preserving the directed 
sups and meets of nonempty subsets in the scheme of topology. 
Keywords--Denotational semantics of programming languages, Domain theory, Stable domains, 
Stone duality and representation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Stone duality and Stone representation come from the classical Stone representation of
Boolean algebra [1], and lead to locale theory, as 'pointless topology' or junior-grade (proposi- 
tional) topos theory [2]. Abramsky related the important application of Stone duality in Theo- 
retical Computer Science, particularly in Domain theory of denotational semantics of computer 
programming languages [3]. It provides the right framework .for understanding the relationship 
between denotational semantics and program logic. Abramsky in [3] studied in details the Stone 
duality of SFP domains w.r.t, continuous functions. Vickers in [4] established the Stone duality 
of Scott domains w.r.t, continuous functions in terms with the theory of topological systems in- 
troduced by himself. He also pointed out the difference between these two types of Stone duality 
theorems [4, p. 131] are different. So the former will be called the scheme of lattice and the latter 
said to be the scheme of topology in this paper. Certainly, Johnstone gives an interesting account 
of its influence in [2]. 
Since Berry [5] introduced the notion of stable functions in domain theory, many scholars tudy 
the stable domain theory , i.e., the domain theory with respect o stable functions (see [5-14]). 
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Ehrhard and Malacaria researched the Stone duality of D/-domain introduced by Berry w.r.t. 
stable functions in the scheme of lattice based on the S-structure introduced by themselves. 
They indeed gave the Stone duality of algebraic meet-cops w.r.t, stable functions in the scheme 
of lattice. Pitts [9] gave the Stone duality of Scott domains w.r.t, functions preserving directed 
sups and meets of nonempty subsets. Lamarche in [8] generalized the concept of topological 
structure on a set such that DI- or (L)-domains can be naturally given such topological spaces. 
He introduced two basic notions of toponomical space and G-frame, and desired to give the Stone 
duality. However, I regret to say, to date, we have not seen it. On  the other hand, Lamarche's 
work is complex. 
The key to establish the Stone duality of L-domains w.r.t, stable functions is to establish a
suitable algebraic structure similar to locale. Johnstone's disjunctive theory [15], and Zhang's 
disjunctive systems [12], and results mentioned above lead us to introduce a kind of semilattice 
system called D-semilattice in this paper. By using the D-semilattice, the author gives the Stone 
duality of L-domains w.r.t, stable functions in the scheme of lattice. The author also introduces 
the theory of semitopological systems which generalizes that of topological systems introduced 
by Vickers, then by using it, gives the Stone duality of L-domains w.r.t, stable functions in the 
scheme of topology. 
This paper consists of the following. 
The second section is devoted to preliminary. In the third section, the author introduces 
the notion of D-semilattices having the background of disjunctive theory [15] and disjunctive 
systems [12]. This section will give the representation theorem of stable D-semilattice and that 
of L-domains, and establish the Stone duality of L-domains w.r.t, stable functions in the scheme 
of lattice. In the forth section, the author introduces the notion of semitopological systems, 
and gives the Stone duality of L-domains w.r.t, stable functions in the scheme of topology. This 
section will also gives the Stone duality of Scott domains w.r.t, functions preserving the structure, 
i.e., directed sups and meets of nonempty subsets in the scheme of topology. 
2. PREL IMINARY 
A dcpo (directedly complete poset) means a poset (D, <) with join VTM for all directed 
subsets M of D. The notation V T will denote the directed join. A function f : D --* E between 
dcpo's D and E is continuous if it is monotone and preserves joins of directed subsets of D. An 
element x of a dcpo D is said to be compact (or finite) if whenever M is a directed subset of D 
and x _< VTM, then there is a y E M such that x < y. Let K(D)  be the collection of compact 
elements of a dcpo D. A dcpo D is said to be algebraic if every element of D is the join of a 
directed collection of compact elements less than it. A domain means an algebraic dcpo with the 
least element. Domain category is that of domains with continuous functions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A domain is called L-domain if for every element x of D, the principle ideal 
1 x = {y E D : y << x} is an algebraic lattice. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A domain is said to be Scott domain if the dcpo by adding the top T is an 
algebraic lattice. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See [16].) A domain is an L-domain if and only if every bounded nonempty 
subset have meets; and a domain is Scott domain if and only if every nonempty subset have 
meets. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let D be an L-domain. A Scott open U o ld  is called stable if for any subset X 
of U, X T implies AXE U, where the notation X T means that X is a bounded nonempty set. 
The notation SN (D) will denote the family of all stable open subsets of D, if need, we assume 
SN(D) has the set-inclusion order. 
REMARK. The SN (D) is closed under finite meets and disjoint unions (see [11]). 
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DEFINITION 2.4. (See [5].) Let D, E be dcpos. A continuous function f : D ~ E is called stable 
if it satisfies the following condition: Va E D, V~ <_ f (a) ,  there is a least element a' such that 
a'  _< a and ~ <_ f (a ' ) .  
THEOREM 2.2. Let D, E be L-domains, f : D --~ E a function. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
1. f is a stable function; 
2. f preserves the directed sups and the meets of bounded nonempty subsets; 
3. VU E SN(E), f -a (u )  E SN (n). 
PROOF. To prove is routine. II 
3. D IS JUNCTIVE  LATT ICES 
In this section, the author will establish the theory of D-semilattice. We shall give the Stone 
Representation Theorem, Theorem 3.2, of stable D-lattice and that, Theorem 3.3, of L-domain, 
and the Stone duality theorem, Theorem 3.4, of L-domain w.r.t, stable function in the scheme of 
lattice. 
3.1. Stable D-Semi latt ice 
Disjunctive theory [15] and disjunctive systems [12] and the family SN (D) of an L-domain D 
lead us to introduce the following notion. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a A-semilattice with the least element 0 and the greatest element 1. 
Let x, y E A, if x A y =0, then we say x and y are disjoint. A subset B of A is disjoint if any pair 
of different elements x and y in B are disjoint. A-semilattice A is called disjunctive lattice (for 
short, D-lattice) if every disjoint subset of A has the supremum. 
In the following, the notation I_I denotes joins of disjoint subsets. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A, B be D-lattices. Map f : A ---, B is called a D-lattice homomorphism if 
it preserves finite meets and disjoint joins. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose A is D-lattice, then we have the following. 
1. An element a E A is called D-completely coprime, if for any disjoint subset X of A, 
a < HX implies a <_ x for some x E X .  The notation CopA denotes the set o lD-  
completely coprime elements. 
2. If  for each a E A, there is a disjoint subset X C_ Cop A with the supremum a, i.e., a = HX,  
then we say A is an algebraic D-lattice. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let A be a D-lattice and O = {0, 1}. D-lattice homomorphisms from A to 0 
are called points of A. The term pt A will denote the set a11 points of A with the pointwise-order 
<, i.e., p < p' means p(a) < pt(a), Va E A. 
The following two propositions are interesting, however, the proofs are omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every algebraic D-lattice has enough points, i.e., Va, b E A, i ra ~ b, then 
3p e pt A such that p(a) = 1, p(b) = O. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A be an algebraic D-lattice. Then pt A has the least element if and only 
if the greatest element 1 of A is a D-completely coprime element. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Stable D-lattice means an algebraic D-lattice in which the greatest element is 
D-completely coprime. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a stable D-lattice. Then pt A is an L-domain. 
PROOF. First, introduces the notation •a, where a E A. The definition of Xa is 
1, ifb>_ a, 
xa(b)= O, otherwise. 
Then pt A clearly is a poset with the least element X1. The remains of proof are divided into 
four steps. 
Step 1. Assuming {Pi : i E I} is a directed subset of pt A. Define 
(vTp,)  (a) = v : i I}, w e A. (1) 
Then VTp~ E pt A. 
Step 2. Vp E pt A, 
P = VT {Xa: a e p- l (1)  n CopA}.  (2) 
That p- l (1)  n CopA ~ 0 follows from 1 E p- l (1)  n CopA. Suppose al,a2 E 
p- l (1)  n CopA. Then p(al A a2) = 1. Since A is algebraic, there is a disjoint subset 
X C_ Cop A with al A a2 = I_IX. By p ~ pt A, there is a unique a E X s.t. p(a) = 1 
and a _< al A a2. Clearly, Xal -< Xa, Xa2 -< X~. So 
{z~:a  e p- l (1)  M CopA} 
is directed, and 
VT {X,:  a e p- l (1)  n CopA} < p. 
In the conversion, Vy E A, i fp(y) = 1, then 3a E CopA with p(a) = 1 and a < y. 
Thus, a e p- l (1)  n CopA and Xa(Y) = 1. So 
vT {xa: a e p-1 n CopA} (y) = 1. 
This shows that p <_ VT{Xa : a E p- l (1)  n CopA}. So (2) is true. 
From Step 2 and the fact that X~(Va E Cop A) is a compact element of pt A, we 
have Step 3. 
Step 3. pt A is an algebraic poset, and 
g(ptA)  = (Xa: a e CopA}. (3) 
Finally, we show the following. 
Step 4. Every bounded nonempty subset of pt A has the (pointwise) meet. 
Suppose F is a bounded nonempty subset of pt A and g is an upper bound. Then 
for a E A, define 
AF(a) = A ( f (a)  : f e F} .  (4) 
Then AF preserves the finite meets and the least element. Let X is a disjoint subset 
of A and 1 = AF(LIX). Hence, Vf • F, by f(LIX) = 1, there is a unique x#, • X 
such that f (x f )  -- 1. Since g is an upper bound of F, we have that g(x$) = 1, 
Vf E F. So g(LIX) = 1. By g ~ pt A, we have a unique x • X such that g(x) = 1. 
Therefore, Vf e F, xf = x. Thus, V E F, f (x)  = 1, i.e., AF(x) = 1. As a result, 
AF • pt A. Clearly, AF is the meet of F in pt A. 
To date, we finish the proof. I 
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3.2. Stone Representat ion Theorem 
THEOREM 3.2. (Stone Representation Theorem for stable D-lattice.) 
Let A be a stable D-lattice. Then A is represented by the family of stable open subsets of 
L-domain pt A. 
PROOF. Define a mapping ext : A ~ SN ( pt A) by 
ext(a) = {f  : f E ptA and f(a) = 1}, Va ~ A. (5) 
First, we easily verify that for each a E A, ext (a) is a stable open set of pt A . Then let U 
be a stable open set of pt A. #U denotes the set of all minimal elements of U. Hence, because 
of U being a Scott open subset, we have that #U c_C_ K(  pt A). Since U is stable, for any pair of 
elements x, y E #U, if x ¢ y, then {x, y} is nonbounded. By the formula (3), we have a disjoint 
subset X of Cop A such that 
~U = {xa : a ~ X}. 
Let d = HX. Then d E A and U = ext (d). This shows that 
SN (ptA)  = {ext (a):  a E A}, (6) 
and ext is a surjection. 
By Proposition 3.1, ext is a bijection. Clearly, ext is monotone. Proposition 3.1 also shows 
that ext -1 preserves the order. As a result, ext is an isomorphism. | 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be an L-domain. Hence, 
1. SN (D) /s  a stable D-lattice; 
2. pt (SN (D)) has precisely compact elements XTk, k E K(D), and 
XTk <-- XTk' ". ;" k <_ k'; (7) 
3. Vh E pt (SN (D)), let 
A(h) = {k: k e K(D) and XTk e h- l (1)  A Cop (SN(D))},  (8) 
then A(h) is directed; 
4. Vk E K(D),  
A (XTk) =~ k. (9) 
PROOF. The proof is routine. | 
THEOREM 3.3. (Stone Representation Theorem for L-domain.) 
Let D be an L-domain. Then function 
e:  pt (SN (D)) --* D, (10) 
by 
h, ~ VTA(h) 
is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. By the last lemma, e is a mapping and Vk E K(D), e(XTk) = k. It is easily to show that 
is monotone. 
Step 1. ~ is a surjection. 
Let x E D. Thenx  = V T ~x .  Since ~ x is directed, vT{xTd:dE~x} exists in 
pt (SN (D)), denoted by h. In the following, we show that e(h) = x. 
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It suffices to verify that A(h) =~ x. Vd E~ x, by XTd --< h, we have that T d E 
h-l(1) n Cop (SN (D)). So d E A(h), i.e., ~ x C A(h). On the other hand, let 
d E A(h). Then T d E h - l (1 )n  Cop(SN (D)). Therefore, XTd --< h. Since XTd is a 
compact element, there is a d ~ E~ x such that 
XTd <- XTd'. 
Now we get that d E~ x by (7). So A(h) _C~ x. We complete the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. e is injective. 
Let h,h' E pt(SN(D)) and h 7t h', then there is an U e SN(D) such that 
h(U) = 1, h'(U) = O, since SN (D) is a stable D-lattice, there exists k 6 K iD  ) 
such that T kC_ Uandh(T  k) = 1, h'(T k) =0.  Now, we get that ke  A(h) ,but  
k ¢~ A(h'). So A(h) • A(h'). 
If e(h) = e(h'), i.e., VTA(h) = VTA(h'), then Vd E A(h), d < VTA(h'). So there 
is a d' e A(h')  with d _< £. Thus, T d' C_T d. Therefore, we obtain that d E A(h') by 
h'(T d') = 1. This shows that A(h) C_ A(h'). As a result, we get that e is injective. 
Step 3. Define a map ~1 : D ~ pt (SN (D)) by 
d, ' VT {XTk : k e#d}.  
Hence, 7] is order-preserving, and ~] = e-1. 
In fact, we first note that ~1 is well-defined from the last lemma. Then Vd, £ • D, 
if d <_ £, then # d C# £. So w(d) _< w(d'), that is, ~1 is an order-preserving map. By 
Step 2, we have that e o 7/is the identity map on D. 
Taking arbitrary h • pt (SN (D)), by formulae (2) and (8), we get that 
h = V T {XTk: k • A(h)}, 
we also have 
~1 o e(h) = V T '[X'rk : k •4Y (VTA(h))}. (11) 
So it suffices to shows that # (vTA(h)) --- A(h). 
Let k •# VtA(h). Then 
< ,7 (vTA(h) ) .  
Since ~ is order-preserving and ~(XTk) = k, 
k < e o ~? (vTA(h)) -- VTA(h). 
Thus, there is a k ~ • A(h) s.t. k _< k', and more h(T k) = 1 by h(T k ~) = 1. Therefore, 
k • A(h), i.e., ~ ViA(h) C A(h). So A(h) =,U, viA(h). 
As a result, we complete the proof of the theorem. I 
3.3. Stone Dual i ty in the Scheme of Latt ice 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A, B be stable D-lattices, f : B --* A a D-lattice homomorphism. Then 
pt f : pt A ~ pt B /s  a stable function, where 
pt f (h)  = h o f, Yh • pt A. (12) 
PROOF. Since f and h preserve the finite meets and disjoint joins, Yh • pt A, pt f (h)  = h o f • 
pt B, that is, pt f is well defined. The remains is routine. I 
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THEOREM 3.4. (Stone duality for L-domain in the scheme of lattice.) 
The Category SL of L-domains and stable functions is dually equivalent o that SD of stable 
D-lattices and D-lattice homomorphisms. 
PROOF. Set two functors (I) and @ as follows: 
~i, : SD °p SL 
A, ptA 
f :A - - *°PB,  p t f :  p tA -*  p tB  
: SL SD °p 
D,  SN (D) 
f :  D--* E ,  f * :  SN(D) ~op SN(E),  
where f* is the restriction f -1  from SN (E) to SN (D). 
Taking arbitrary A • ob (SD), define 
riA = ext : A ) @ o (I)(A) = ext (A). 
Then riA is an isomorphic morphism by Theorem 3.2. 
Take S : A __,op B, i.e., f is a D-lattice homomorphism from B to A. Then the following figure 
commutes: 
A ~A , ~,, o (I)(A) 
T = (ptS)"  
B 7- , ~I' o (I)(B) 
Indeed Vb • B, 
( pt f)* o riB(b ) = ( pt f)* o ext (b), 
and 
riA o f(b) = ext (f(b)).  
Since 
h e ext (f(b)) 4==~ h (S(b)) = 1, 
pt f(h)(b) = 1, 
4==~ h • ( pt f)* (ext (b)). 
We have that ( pt f)* o rib = riA O f .  Therefore, the functor lsDop is isomorphic to the functor 
Ooq.  
Let D be an L-domain. Define 
eD: (I) o q(D)  = pt (SN (D)) --* D, 
by 
h, , VTA(h). 
Hence, ~D is an isomorphic morphism of SD by Theorem 3.3. 
Suppose that f : D --* E is a stable function. Then the following commutes: 
( pt (SN (D)) =)(I, o ~(D) ~ D 
((I) o k~(f) =) pt f* ~ ~ f 
(pt  (SN (E)) =)(I) o ~(E)  ~v. E. 
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In fact, Vh E pt (SN (D)), we need to show that 
f Ovo(h) = eE o ptf*(h). 
Since 
f oeD(h) = f (VTA(h)) = YTf (A(h)), 
ee o ptf*(h) = eE(ho f*) = VTA (ho f*),  
it suffices to verify that 
VTf (A(h)) = VTA (h o f*). (13) 
Let e E E, where e is an upper bound of f(A(h)), that is, Vx E A(h), f (x)  < e. Taking 
arbitrary k E A(h o f*), we have that h o f*(T k) = 1. Since SN (D) is a stable D-lattice and 
f*(T k) = f - l (T k) E SN (D), we get that 
f* (t k) = I-I,el t di, 
where Vi E I, di E K(D).  Since h preserves the disjoint joins, there is a unique i0 E I such that 
h(T dio) = 1. Hence, dio E A(h). And by 
T dio c_ f* (T k) = f -1 (T k), 
we have that k <_ f(d~ o). So k _< e. To date, we have shown that 
VTA(ho f*) _< VTf(A(h)). 
Conversely, let e E K(E)  and e <: vTf(A(h)). Hence, 3b E A(h) with e < f(b). Since f is 
a stable function, we have that f*(T e) = f - l (T e) is a stable open set and that T b C f*(T e). 
However, h(T b) = 1 and more h o f*(T e) = 1. So e e A(h o f*), and further e < vT/k(h o f*). 
Thus, 
VTf(A(h)) _< VTA(ho f*). 
As a result, we complete the proof of (13). 1 
4. STONE DUAL ITY  OF  DOMAINS 
IN  THE SCHEME OF  TOPOLOGY 
Vickers in [4] introduced the theory of topological systems which generalizes the pointwise 
topology and the pointless topology [2] in order to study the domain theory. He established the 
Stone duality theorem for Scott domain w.r.t, continuous mappings as followings. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following categories are equivalent. 
• Scott domains + continuous functions under Scott topology. 
• A special aigebraic locale in which any finite meet of compact coprime is either coprime 
or false ÷ continuous functions. 
It is well known that the locale mentioned above indeed is a topological system. Such Stone 
duality theorem is called to be of the scheme of topology in this paper for convenience. This 
section will generalize topological systems to semitopological systems, then establish the Stone 
duality theorems for L-domain w.r.t, stable functions and for Scott domain w.r.t, continuous 
functions preserving meets of nonempty subsets (for short, G-stable functions) in the scheme of 
topology. The Stone duality for Scott domains w.r.t. G-stable functions in the scheme of lattice 
has been given by Pitts in [9]. 
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4.1. Semitopological Systems 
This paragraph will introduce the notion of semitopological systems, and give the Stone duality 
theorem for P-sets. 
Neighbourhoods and open sets are basic concepts in topology. The difference is: an nonempty 
open set is a neighbourhood f every point in it; but the neighbourhood has no such property. 
Indeed, the neighbourhood f a given point can arbitrarily be assigned without any restriction. 
Fr~chet (V) space discussed by Sierpinski in [17] is just such space in which the neighbourhoods 
of a point are assigned in such way. Wang in [18,19] studied two types of neighbourhood spaces, 
i.e., O- and 5-semitopological spaces in which the neighbourhoods have some relation. However, 
such neighbourhood is not open in general. In the following, we introduce another type of 
neighbourhood space called S-space, the detail discussion remains. 
A neighbourhood space is called an S-space if every neighbourhood is open, that is, every 
nonempty neighbourhood is a neighbourhood f each point included in it. 
For an S-space, one only shows all neighbourhoods of this space rather than does the family of 
neighbourhoods of every point in this space. For example, for a given L-domain D, (D, SN (D)) 
is an S-space. Assuming the neighbourhood family of an S-space includes the empty for con- 
venience. Now let us introduce the concept of semitopological systems following Vickers' work 
in [4]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose X is a set, and P is a P-set, i.e., a poser with the least element O, 
is a subset of X x P. I f  (x,a) E~, then we say x satisfies a, and denoted by x ~ a. I f  
satisfies: 
• YxEX,  a, bEP ,  anda<b,  thenx~aimpl iesx~b;  
• vx x ,  (x, o) 
Then, we call the triple (X, P, ~ ) as semitopological system, and elements of X as points, those 
of P as opens. 
In the following, the notations N,M, . . . ,  will denote semitopological systems, and ptN 
and ~2N, the set of points and that of opens of N, respectively, ~ often is omitted if no confusion. 
Clearly, for a given L-domain D, Vx e D, VU ~ SN (D), define x ~ U if and only if x E U. Then 
(D, SN (D), ~) is a semitopological system. 
Following Vickers' work, we can introduce the specialization-order on pt N, denoted as E. 
Taking x, y e pt N, then we say y specializes x, and write x E_ y if Va E ~N, x ~ a implies 
y ~ a. Intuitively, x __ y means that whenever x has the property a, y must have the property 
a, that is, y includes more information than x. The order does not satisfy the antisymmetry in 
general. Now, we start with the introduction of three special types of semitopological systems. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let N be a semitopological system. I f  f iN  also is a A-semilattice and ~ also 
satisfies: 
• x ~ AA if  and only ifVa E A x ~ a, whenever A is a finite subset of f}N,  
then we call N as an M-semitopological system. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let N be a semitopological system. If f~N further is a D-lattice and ~ also 
satisfies: 
• x ~ AA if  and only i fVa E A, x ~ a, for any finite subset A o f f 'A ;  
• x ~ HB if and only if there exists unique b E B such that x ~ b, where B is any disjoint 
subset of f iN,  
then we say N is a D-semitopological system. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let N be a semitopologieal system. I f  f}N is a frame and ~ also satisfies: 
• x ~ AA if and only i fVa E A, x ~ a, for any finite subset A off2A; 
• x ~ VB if and only i f3b E B such that x E b, for any subset B o f f 'N ,  
then we say N is a topological system (see [4]). 
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Clearly, the notion of semitopological systems is very general. We first discuss semitopological 
systems, give the Stone duality theorem of P-sets. Then by using D-semitopological system 
and M-semitopological system, we will give Stone duality theorems for L-domain w.r.t, stable 
function and Scott domain w.r.t. G-stable function, respectively. Here discussion follows, mainly 
Vickers' work (see [4]). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let N, M be semitopological systems. The continuous function from N to M 
means a pair of mappings ( pt f, fly), where 
• pt f : pt N --* pt M is a mapping; 
• f l f  : f lM ~ f iN is a P-homomorphism, that is a monotone preserving the least element, 
and 
• Vx 6 ptN,  Vb 6 f lM, pt f(x) ~ b f fand only i fx  ~ f~f(b). 
REMARK. Homeomorphic continuous functions, composite, and equality of continuous functions, 
as well as the homeomorphism of semitopological system can be hereditable from [4]. Therefore, 
semitopological systems and continuous functions forms a category, denoted as ST. We could 
discuss the spatialization space corresponding to S-space similar to Vickers' doing. However, 
we are mainly interested in the localization of semitopological system in order to get the Stone 
duality in this paper. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let A be a P-set, 0 = {0, 1 }. P-homomorphisms from A to 0 are called points 
of A, pt A will denote the set of all points of A. Clearly, the triple ( pt A, A, ~ ) is a semitopological 
system, where Vp E pt A, Va E A, p ~ a if and only if p(a) = 1. Such semitopological system is 
called a localization of A, and denoted as Loc A. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 
(1) Let A be P-set. Then the specialization order satisfies the law of antisymmetry on points 
of Loc A. 
(2) Let A, B be P-sets, f : B --* A a P-homomorphism. Then Loc f = ( pt f, f )  is a continu- 
ous function from Loc A to Loc B, where pt f(p) = p o f ,  Vp E pt A. 
(3) Let A, B, C be P-sets, f : C ~ B, g : B ~ A P-homomorphisms. Then Locg o f = 
Loc g o Loc f .  
DEFINITION 4.7. Let N be a semitopological system. Loc f iN  is called as the localization of N,  
and denoted as Loc N. 
For a given semitopological system N, there is a natural continuous function PN : N ~ Loc N, 
where Vx E ptN,  ptPN(x)(b) = 1 if and only if x ~ b, and f lPg = lnN and ptPN :p tN  --~ 
pt f /N preserves the specialization order. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let N, M be semitopological systems, f : N ---* M is a continuous function, 
then Loc f = Loc f l f  = ( pt f~f, f l f)  is a continuous function from Loc N to Loc M, and the 
following commutes: 
N PN , Loc N 
/~ i Loc f  
M PM ~ Loc M 
PROOF. The continuity of Loc f  follows from Proposition 4.1. The check of community is 
routine. 1 
The notation P£  will denote the category of P-sets and P-homomorphisms, ~"is the forgetful 
functor from ST to P~.P, then we get the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. ~" is the left-adjoint of Loc : P~_P --* ST. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of [4, Theorem 5.4.3]. 1 
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DEFINITION 4.8. Semitopological system N is called localic if it is homeomorphic to Loc A of 
some a P-set A. 
LEMMA 4.1. Semitopological system N is localic if and only if PN : N --+ Loc N is homeomor- 
phiic. 
PROOF. It suffices to verify the necessity. Let A be a P-set, N homeomorphic to Loc A, and the 
homeomorphic continuous function f = (pt f, Ftf). Then pt f : pt N --+ pt A is a bijection, and 
f~f : A --+ 12N is an isomorphism by Proposition 4.2, we have that f -- Loc f~f o PN. Thus, 
p t f  ---- ptf~f o ptPN, f~PN =lnN.  
Clearly, the remain is to show that pt PN is a bijection. 
Clearly, pt PN is injective by the fact that pt f is a bijection. And Vx E pt ~N,  pt ~f(x )  E 
pt A. Therefore, there exists a y E pt N such that pt f (y) = pt 12f(x). 
Taking b E 12N, there exists an a • A such that f~f(a) = b, from the fact of f~f being an 
isomorphism. Thus, 
pt Pg(y) ~ b ~ y ~ f~PN(b) 
.: : : . y~b 
¢==V y ~ nf(a)  
*=* ptf(v) V a 
,= .  ptaf(z)  V 
¢==¢" X ~ n f (a )  
~=~x~b, 
that is, ptPN(y) ~ x ~ b. Since the specialization order satisfies the antisymmetry, we get 
that x = pt PN(Y). So pt PN is a surjection. As a result, PN is a homeomorpism. | 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let N be a localic semitopological system, PN : N --+ Loc N the natural 
map. Then pt PN : pt N --* pt f~N is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. Lemma 4.1 and Definition 4.7 show that pt P~ preserves the order, and that pt PN is 
a bijection. It suffices to verify that (pt  PN) -1 also preserves the order. 
Vx, y • pt f~N, and x _ y. Take arbitrary b • f~N, then 
(pt  P2v) -1 (x) ~ b --->. (pt PN) -1 (x) ~ ~PN(b) 
==* (pt PN) -1 (y) ~ f~PN(b) 
(pt PN)- I  (y) ~b.  
Therefore, ( pt PN ) - I ( z ) E ( pt PN )- I (y ) . | 
THEOREM 4.3. (Stone duality theorem for P-sets.) 
These following categories are dually equivalent: 
• locaiic semitopological systems + continuous functions; 
• P-sets + P-homomorphisms, that is, P l .  
PROOF. By Lemma 4.1, for any localic semitopological system N, ~g = PN : N ~ Loc o 
~'(N) = Loc N is an isomorphism. Thus, ~ is a natural isomorphic transformation from the 
identity functor on the first category to the functor Loc ob v by the Proposition 4.2. On the other 
hand, VA • ob (P~_P), 
eA = 1A : Jr o Loc A = A ----+ A 
is an isomorphism. Therefore, e : ~" o Loc ~ l~,~_p is natural isomorphic transformation. So 
(~', Loc, r/, e) is an isomorphic adjoint. | 
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4.2. Stone Duality for L -Domaln  
This paragraph will establish the Stone duality theorem for L-domain w.r.t, stable function in 
the scheme of topology in terms with D-semitopological systems. These results can be reduced 
from those of the last paragraph. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Stable D-semitopological system means that the set of opens, f lN is a stable 
D-lattice, and D-continuous function f between D-semitopological systems means that f is one 
of semitopological systems and that f~ f also is a D-lattice homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. 
(1) Let D be an L-domain. Then SpatD = (D, SN(D),E) is a stable D-semitopological 
system. 
(2) Let D, E be L-domains, f : D ~ E is a stable function. Then Spat f : Spat D -* Spat E 
is a D-continuous function, where Spat f = (f, f*). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. 
(1) Let A be a (stable) D-lattice. Then Loc A = ( pt A, A, ~ ) is a (stable) D-semitopological 
system. 
(2) Let A ,B  be (stable) D-lattices, f : B --~ A D-lattice homomorphism. Then Loc f is a 
D-continuous function/tom Loc A to Loc B. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let N be a D-semitopological system. Then LocN= Locf~N is a 
D-semitopological system, and there exJsts a natural continuous function PN : N --~ Loc N. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that Vx E pt N, pt PN(X) E pt f~N. However, it is routine. | 
Theorem 4.2 reduces the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. The forgetful functor ~ from the category of D-semitopological systems with 
D-continuous mappings to that of D-lattices with D-lattice homomorphisms is the le~-adjoint 
of Loc, that is, ~- -q Loc. 
DEFINITION 4.10. If stable D-semitopological system N is homeomorphic to the localization 
Loc A of some D-lattice A, then we call N as localic. 
Lemma 4.1 reduces the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let N be a stable D-semitopologieal system. Then N is localic if and only if the 
natural mapping PN : N -~ Loc N is a homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.5. (Stone duality theorem for stable D-lattice.) 
The following categories are dually equivalent: 
• stable D-lattices + D-lattice homomorphisms; 
• localic stable D-semitopological systems + D-continuous functions. 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.2. | 
THEOREM 4.6. (Stone duality theorem for L-domains.) 
The following categories are equivalent: 
• L-domains (under stable open subsets) + stable functions; 
• localic stable D-semitopological systems + D-continuous functions. 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 3.4. | 
COROLLARY. Let D be an L-domain. Then S-space (D, SN (D), E) is localic. That is, elements 
and stable open subsets olD can be determined each other. 
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4.3. S tone  Dua l i ty  for Scot t  Domain  
Theorem 2.2 (2) shows that stable functions between L-domains indeed are those preserving 
algebraic operations (directed sups and infs of bounded nonempty subsets). Theorem 2.1 shows 
that on Scott domains, besides directed sups and sups of bounded nonempty subsets, there exists 
a kind of infs--the infs of nonempty subsets. Those functions preserving directed sups and 
infs of nonempty subsets on Scott domains are called G-stable functions in this paper. Pitts 
in [9] established the Stone duality theorem for Scott domains w.r.t. G-stable functions in the 
scheme of lattice. This paragraph will give the Stone duality theorem for Scott domains w.r.t. 
G-stable functions in the scheme of topology. A basic concept of G-stable sets is introduced. The 
discussion here is similar to, but different o the case of L-domains. First, we call A-semilattices 
with bottom elements P-lattices and those functions preserving finite meets and bottom elements 
P-lattice homomorphisms for convenience. 
DEFINITION 4.11. Let D be a Scott domain. Scott open subset U of D is called as G-stable if 
for any nonempty subset X of U, AXE U. The notation GN(D)  will denote the family of all 
G-stable subsets of D. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let D be Scott domain. Nonempty subset U o lD  is G-stable if and only if 
3k e K(D)  such that U =T k. That/s,  GN(D) = {0) tA {} k:  k e D}. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let D, E be Scott doma/ns, f : D --* E a mapping. Then f is G-stable if and 
only i fvg  e GN(E) ,  f - l (U)  e GN(D).  
Like the D-continuous functions, The M-continuous functions mean continuous functions whose 
functions w.r.t, opens are P-lattice homomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. 
(1) Let D be a Scott domain. Then G( D ) = ( D, G N ( D ), C) is an M-semitopological system. 
(2) Let D, E be Scott domains, f : D --* E a G-stable function. Then G(f)  : G(D) -~ G(E) 
is an M-continuous function, where G(f)  = (f, f*), but f* is the restriction o f f  -1 from 
GN(E)  to GN(D).  
PROPOSITION 4.9. 
(1) Let A be a P-lattice. Then the localization Loc A = ( pt A, A, ~ ) is an M-semitopological 
system, where pt A = the set of all P-lattice homomorphisms from A to 0. 
(2) Let A, B be P-lattices, f : B --~ A a P-lattice homomorphism. Then Loc f : Loc A " 
Loc B is an M-continuous function. 
THEOREM 4.8. (See [9].) 
(1) Let A be a P-semilattice. Then ptA is a Scott domain, and 
g(ptA)  = {Xa: a e A \  {0}}, 
GN( pt A) = {@} U {T xa : a e A, a ¢ 0}. 
(2) Let A, B be P-semilattices, f : B ~ A a P-semilattice homomorphism. Then pt f : 
pt A --* pt B is a G-stable function, where pt f(p) = p o f .  
DEFINITION 4.12. Let N be an M-semitopological system. / f  there exists a P-lattice A such 
that N is homeomorphic to Loc A, then we say N is localic. 
Lemma 4.1 reduces the following. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let N be an M-semitopological system. Then N is localic if and only if the natural 
mapping PN : N --* Loc N is a homeomorphism. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let D be a Scott domain. The notation Hom ( D, 8) denotes the set of all G-stable 
functions from D to 8 with the pointwise order. Hence, Horn (D, 8) is a P-lattice. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let D be a Scott domain. Then G(D) is localic. 
PROOF. Set function 
f / f :  Hom(D,O) , ~ GN(D),  
by 
p~ , p-l(1).  
Then f~f is an isomorphism. 
Set function again 
pt f : D ~ pt Hom (D, 8), 
by 
Va e D, Vp 6 Hom (D,8), pt f(x)(p) = p(x), 
then pt f is a bijection. Clearly, Vx 6 D, Vp 6 Horn (D, 8), 
pt f (x)  ~ P ¢==v pt f(x)(p) = 1 ~ p(x) = 1 .'. '.. x 6 f~f(p). 
Therefore, f = (pt f,  f~f) is a homeomorphism from G(D) to Loc Hom (D, 8). So G(D) is 
localic. II 
LEMMA 4.5. 
(1) Let N be a localic M-semitopological system. Then ptN is Scott domain, where ptN  
has the specialization order. 
(2) Let N, M be localic M-semitopological systems, f : N --* M an M-continuous function. 
Then pt f : pt N --~ pt M is G-stable. 
PROOF. 
(1) It follows from Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.8. 
(2) Proposition 4.2 shows that the following figure commutes: 
N PN ) Loc N (= Loc f~N) 
f=(Ptf'~f)T T Locaf  (= (pt  a f ,  f~f)) 
M PM ~ LocM (= Locf~M). 
So ptPM o pt f  = pt~fo  ptPN. Since ptPM, ptPN are isomorphisms, and since ptf~f is a 
G-stable function, pt f is a G-stable function. | 
THEOREM 4.10. (Stone duality for Scott domain.) The following categories are equivalent: 
• Scott domain (under G-stable open subsets) + G-stable functions; 
• localic M-semitopological systems + M-continuous functions. 
PROOF. Proposition 4.8 shows that G is a functor from the category above to another. It suffices 
to show that G is an equivalent functor. Clearly, G is full and faithful. The remains is to verify 
that G is dense. 
Let N be a localic M-semitopological system. Then PN : N ~ Loc N is a homeomorphism, 
and pt N is a Scott domain. We need to show that G( pt N) is homeomorphic to Loc N. 
Set ~ : G(pt l2N)  = (p t~N,  GN(ptN) )  --* LocN = (pt f~N,f~N). 
Define pt ~ -- 1 pt f~N, and 
~ : f~N , GN ( pt f~N), 
{Txa, a#O, 
a, } 0, a=O.  
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Then pt e is a bijection, and Theorem 4.8 shows that  ~e is a mapping. It is easily verified 
that  ~e is an isomorphism. Since Vp E pt ~N,  Vb C ~N,  
pt e(p) ~ b ¢==~ p ~ b ~ Xb <-- P ¢==~ P ~ ~e(b),  
e is a homeomorphism. | 
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